
 

Inspire children to be Independent learners 

Encourage Individual Growth  
 

 

 

5    
Writing: 

Tricky Words: I, the, 

he, she, me, we, be, 

was, to do, of 

 
English Literature  
Operation Night Monster: 

To understand stories 
with familiar settings 
means. Making Inference 

and prediction. 
 
Grammar:Revising 

questionmark, 

exclamation ,full stop.   

Comprehension: 
Comprehend the story's 
events through 
answering. 

 

 

 

Place Value :  

Understand place 
value in 2-digit 
numbers by creating 
2-digit numbers, 
placing them on a 
number line. 

Count on/back in 1s 
from any number.  

 

Count to 100 in 1s 

and 10s 

 

Count in 10s from 10 

to 100. 
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Living Things: 

 
Explore and compare 
the differences 
between things that 
are living, dead, and 
things that have 
never been alive. 

 

TOPIC: Basic shapes and how we 

use it on     drawing                                     

     Craft: :   First week we will 

learn about the basic shapes and 

how we use it in art and teach 

them that any drawing or design 

start by using the basic shapes, 

so we will cut and past the basic 

shapes and make a beautiful 

design for a rocket in the space . 

The next week we will draw learn 

to draw by ourselves using the 

basic shapes   

 

TOPIC: MODULE ❶ I use the computer 

TASK:     My desktop 

OBJECTIVES The student will learn: 

 To work with the desktop. 

 

SAPPHIRES: Majed Essa A M Al-Zaraa 

DIAMOND: Saoud Abdulaziz Al -Kubaisi 
 

RUBIES: Mayes Mohammed Al -Fadala 

Active Learn :  
Zeke goes to space school is uploaded on the 

Active learn site. Your child should read every 

day for 15 – 20 minutes. The teacher will use 

the online reading record to grade the pupils 

at the end of each term. So, every pupil is 

expected to read the books that have been 

assigned to them by the teacher. 
 

Show and Tell : 12th September  

Your child has to speak a few lines on My 

favourite toy. They can even make a poster 

and speak about it. The activity is an 

important project of your child evaluation as 

it is graded. So kindly prepare your child. 

 


